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Meta Arts

The Big Show is here! 
Finally, and at last, 2012 arrives mere weeks following this publication! 

Contrary to consensus opinion, our data would have the BIG 2012 Spectacular starting 
in March, rather than December. This will necessarily catch a lot of the sleeping sheeple 
by surprise...apparently what universe desires to manifest. 

The growing ratio of immediacy data values to the other data types continues to build 
disproportionate to the amount of data incoming. That is to say, the trend of our 
processing being 'buried' by immediacy values continued in this run, and necessitated a 
considerable amount of additional spyder and server time in fighting through this 'wave' 
of emotionally pushed language. Would that we had the luxury of time to examine this 
phenomenon and chew on its import and greater meaning. 

But, once again, tempus is kicking our butt in the 'timed' race we undertake with the 
future stream. The immediacy data filtering required not only additional work at the 
front part of the process, but also required that modelspace be dumped and loaded 
repeatedly during the interpretation to assure that no new immediacy data had altered 
core elements of the interpretation thus far. Several times it had indeed. And, as we note 
now, at the end stages of the interpretation process, there are undoubtedly instances of 
language that we are forecasting to appear, already appearing due to the 'racing time' 
nature of the immediacy values. 

It has been possible to note at the meta arts level that the immediacy wave continues to 
rise all out of proportion to the other data types all through 2012 and as far into 2013 as 
the longer term links carry us. Soooo.....it would seem that the summations of the sets of 
emotional qualifiers attached to each of the words in our lexicon from which we derive 
the totality of the release and building tension trends will be correct. That is to say, for a 
number of reasons (some of which we probably have caught in our forecast in this 
report) terrestrial humanity goes into release language in March of 2012 that does not, in 
so far as our processing can determine, ever turn again to building tension dominance. 

Meta Data
In the first examination of the data sets for this report, it became instantly obvious that a 
transformation of the expected patterns has occurred. In the period since the last report, 
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the meta data pattern has changed in that the emotional values sums of the various fields 
carried by the language (e.g. intensity, duration, drift, period, timing) have dramatically 
shifted. The shift itself can best be described as expecting levels in the 100's to occur at 
the detail level, but now sums in that range are at the tertiary support level. There are 
also commensurate shifts from the tertiary up to the secondary, and secondary to 
primary. As may be expected, the 'up shifting' of the sums has indeed caused very high 
degrees of differentiation at the archetype levels. Further this has increased the spread 
and density of the detail layer, or reversed, as cause and effect at this level is not yet 
adequately described in our understanding of our own work. As of this writing we are 
barely two days into the interpretation, and so do not yet know if this step increase in 
sums will show alterations in the ratios between the data types. 

Markets
Well....what is to be said that cannot be readily projected by even the most casual 
observer of the [global financial structure]? Allowing that this is one of our goals with 
the Shape reports, which is to say, to do just that....discuss events in the matterium that 
will likely not be written about by other commentators de milieu, we will now just hop 
quickly through the base set up that will be inundating the media over the next few 
months from other commentators. 

First up, death of the [global banking system]. Then the near simultaneous [currency 
crashings]. And in the midst of that, [hyperinflation] of all [real assets]. BUT, the effects 
of all of these will not be felt evenly across the planet. Some areas of seeming 
[protection (by) wealth] are indicated by the language to [return (to) nature] as the 
[buildings/infrastructures] are [untended] or [stripped/robbed/salvaged] over these next 
[20/twenty years] of [social/political/financial upheaval]. There are even indications of 
[thriving (pun intended) routes] that will develop specifically to [transport] the 
[salvaged/robbed materials] to where [needs exist]. 

The accretion patterns have the Markets entity gaining its most support under the 
[duality] archetype. This archetype also frequently expresses as 'dueling opposites'. It is 
this sort of expression that is indicated to dominate the Winter of 2011/2012 in the 
[global financial markets]. The opposites being expressed are described as being 
[extreme expressions]. These include supporting sets of duality such as [under water], 
and [flaming (just before extinguished) out]. 

While the [under water] archetype does have references to actual [flooding], and 
[inundations (of mass) rains] that will affect [global production], most of the supporting 
sets under this archetype are more metaphoric than material. These include language 
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going to the idea of [sovereign (states) under water (debt drown)] such that the [calls 
(from officialdom)] for a [planetary emergency meeting] rise to a [cacophony] described 
as [nearly drowning (out)] the [israeli bleating (for) war]1. 

The [extreme difficulties] for the [drowning sovereign states] are described as reaching a 
[fevered/hot] level of activity despite the [bitterly cold temperatures] affecting the 
[regions (of the) markets]2. 

The flavor that the accretion patterns provide for the Winter of 2011/2012 is of a time in 
which the [global planetary financial (paper debt) markets system] is [discovered] by the 
[populace (of planet)] to be [under water (covered in debt)] beyond [redemption]. Note 
that this last is heavily [tinged] with [religion] in the supporting sets. The details for this 
set promise a [visible] incident in which the [officialdom (of the vatican)] comes 
[unglued (emotionally)] over [claims/revelations] of [church complicity] in YAPMF and 
other [predatory financial crimes] (see halfpasthuman site for reference). In fact the data 
sets show [centricity], or [focus (hearth)] for [vatican banksters] in the [death (by debt) 
of tens of millions of people]. The [centrist] nature of [vatican involvement] is indicated 
to be but one of [thousands ] of [revelations] about the [corruption] of the [financial 
system] and its [officialdom]. The accretion patterns suggest that December 2 through 8 
will be very robustly filled for the aware observer, but that by March 2012, a very large 
segment (perhaps a majority?) of the planetary populace will be also, at least 
'marginally', aware of the totally of the [failure] of the [central banking system]. 

There are large areas of growth in supporting sets for [rescue], and [bail outs], and 
[lifting up], but all of these are within the immediacy sets and do not sustain support into 
the shorter term. The interpretation is that the 'happy talk', even the [desperately crazy 
'laughter'] form of [happy talk] will all fade by March 2012. 

The [rescue] linguistic sets and their supporting details paint a very bleak picture indeed. 
There are many sets for [liquidity (ebb)] and then a [flood] of [liquidity] that [dumps 
(corporations)] into [deep wells] with [no ropes]. These sets also contain detail sets for 
[single (country/corporation) rescues] that are [very public failures], as well as [system 
shuttering (closing in by slats/layers)]. This last is directly applicable to the [planetary 
power system] including [electricity] and [petrol fuels]. 

The accretion patterns indicate that the [flooding] of the [currency] system is both the 

1 Lots of internal nesting of water words within supporting sets greatly increase the emotional intensity sums and usually 
the accuracy of the data sets in their manifestation. Expect increasing hysteria in December and January about both 
imminent financial doom, and israeli aggression.
2 Also could be interpreted as the site of the [emergency meeting] being in a [bitterly/biting cold region] at the time of the 
[heated (shouting/fights (including fist fights ….well sort of))].
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[last desperate act] and a very sure temporal marker for the ['sudden' catastrophic 
systemic failure] of the [banksters empire]. There are also some rather peculiar 
[luna/moon] links to the [flooding] of the [financial system] with [digidollars] and other 
[phony 'wealth']. Some of these sets would seem to be suggesting that the [banksters] 
will [wait] an [agonizing] number of days before actually [performing] as they said they 
would. This [wait (of days)] for [no apparent/no visible] reason is cross linked over to 
the EntrenchedElite entity where we have an interesting group of aspect/attribute sets 
going to an [accidental release (of hidden information)]. A very key marker as 2012 
unfolds.

Blondes on Boats
Further support for the [underwater] supporting sets for the [financial/banking system] 
include imagery at the secondary level for [leaking (ships of state)] that will [run 
aground] and [destroy (under their weight)] the [international (predatory) financial 
structure]. While vaguely interesting and not at all noteworthy, these supporting sets do 
include that a [blonde woman (attorney?)] will be a very [visible] temporal marker in the 
near term future (December?) as the [last (of the) bright (lights)] of the [old markets 
paradigm]. The data shows the [well dressed blonde woman] in a [visible] incident in a 
[corridor (below decks?)] in the [traverse (pathways/halls?) of power] that will come to 
[symbolize (to the populace)] the [corruption zenith]. In many respects this [blonde 
woman (of failed power)] is the Maire Antoinette of our times, this current [age of 
revolution].  Any person foolish enough to still have [faith and trust] in any [paper debt] 
document will be able to date the [shattering of faith] to the [corridor confrontation] of 
[blonde ambition] and [common cents]. That the data sets are associated with [boats], 
and [leaking ships], and [ships running aground] should not be [over-looked]. 

As the [duality (dueling opposites)] theme takes over the data through Winter of 2012, 
the Markets entity shifts, albeit [slowly] and [painfully] through [under water/drown] 3. 
By the peak of the building tension language in March of 2012, the [underwater/drown] 
archetype has been overtaken by the [flame/fire] archetype.

The [flame/fire] archetype is instantly interesting as it also is expressing the greater 
[duality] within the language in that the supporting sets at the primary level consist of 
[flaming out], but also [firing up/ignition]. The sum of all the supporting sets brings us 
to the descriptor of [fire], but as noted, in this case the [heat] is described as being both 
[consuming], and [kindling]. The data sets in support at the primary level show the 
[duality] even at the accretion level in that the sets are clearly separate, yet both support 
3 A perfect (in the linguistic sense) reference...therefore a 'completed' act...in english...'having drowned'.
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the same time period. Further, both are transitioned equally from the [underwater] sets. 

While the [flaming out] set gets its summation and metaphoric 'heat' from the [extreme 
actions ] of the [officialdom] fueled by [desperate excitement] and [markets/debt 
manipulators], the [firing up/ignition] sets] gain their sums from areas of [excitement 
(anticipatory)]. 

Damaged Documents
As the data sets accrue to the Markets entity as it, and modelspace are progressed 
through [winter 2011/2012 (northern hemisphere)], there are several sets that begin as 
descriptors with minor amounts of support, then they grow rapidly as other, related 
linguistic sets reach certain temporal markers. As each of these temporal markers passes 
within the movement of modelspace, several linguistic sets merge in support to yet 
another, mostly obscure set. From [December 2011] through to [march 2012], these sets 
grow until just prior to the vernal equinox in March, a last blending takes place and the 
set of [damaged documents] rises to dominate the secondary level of support. 

The [damaged documents] set, while it includes the [derivatives nightmare] sets, is not 
limited to [derivatives]. There are supporting sets that also bring in [damaged documents 
(contracts)] that are [half a century old]. There are other references to [damaged 
documents] that will be [lifting] the whole descriptor set to prominence within the 
[mainstream media]. At the core of the [damaged documents] descriptor set, and 
extensively cross linked over to the Entrenched Elite entity, there are bespoke references 
to [coat of arms], and [family's coat of arms] that will be at an [inflection point], which 
is also described as [on the point (of a) needle (impaled)]. Within this group are sets that, 
just prior to the release language period start in March of 2012, gain supporting aspects 
sets that include [trampling], [predators], [hidden (stripes)], [hidden (behind 
concealment)], [future perils], and other sets in support of the [damaged documents]. 

As may be expected, most of the [damaged documents] sub sets go either directly or 
through the lexicon to the EntrenchedElite entity. Many of the 'carrying' linguistics are 
terminating in sub sets within the EntrenchedElite entity that focus on [illuminati], 
[masons], [catholic (organizations en mass)], [banking families], [restricted (temples)], 
[cabala], [blood ties], [blackmail], [murder], [child rape], [torture], and other descriptors 
of those in the employ of the [red brocade crowd]. All of these aspects are indicated to 
have [visibility] at some point in the Spring (northern hemisphere) 2012 [markets 
debacle]. 

The Markets entity enters December in a [yielding framework] as though it is being 
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[rotted from the inside] and is thus [softened (to external) blows]. The descriptor sets 
include [stepped on (caves in)], [belly stuck (dented)], and other sets to the same 
[yielding (without returning)]. 

Further growth in supporting sets accrue over December and into January for the 
descriptors of [looming (mountains of paper/debt) threaten], and [fleeing (away from the 
problem) impossible], [flowing river (of paper claims)], and [returning (of the bad 
debts)]. There are sets in support of a [judge (or other high officialdom)] who will be 
making [rash] and [foolish statements] about the [impending dissolution (of the 
mountains (of foreclosures?/debt?)] while [drunk]. This is indicated to have some level 
of [visibility] though an [attempt to crush] the [information] is also indicated. Whether 
this [toxic judiciary] temporal marker (or any of four others also sharing the [toxic 
judge] meme) are noticed, the data sets in support of the [looming collapse of the 
mountain of debt] all begin to merge near the end of January into the [damaged 
documents] descriptor set.

Associated with the [damaged documents] sets via internal to Markets entity cross links 
are sets such as [retreat (dragging)], [at (the) tail end (of ???)], 
[dangerous/damaging/chaotic times] and [riots/rioting]. This last is a very broad set with 
elements connected to huge numbers of geographic labels. Many of the [riots] will be 
[mostly ignored (by msm)], but several are large enough in size within our general 
[riots] set to have their own [visibility] levels indicating [msm = propaganda press] 
coverage by broadcast. In one of the [riots] that will be associated with or caused by the 
[damaged documents], a [high ranking officialdom member] is described as having a 
[flat tire] at a most inopportune moment, and to then be [taken prisoner], along with his 
[staff]. The cross links from this set go to both populace entities, but in the GlobalPop 
there are terminating sets describing the [flat tire car (of the officialdom member)] being 
[repaired] and [given to/used by] a [pregnant rioter/by-stander]. As a temporal marker, 
this is about as specific as we get. This temporal marker appears as we progress 
modelspace into about mid to late February. It is one of the last temporal markers that 
appear prior to the shift by the [markets] from [yielding] to [desperately paranoid], and 
[desperately predatory]. 

Near the point of [mid Winter (northern hemisphere)], and within the movement of sets 
that will bring about the [damaged documents] temporal marker sets, the [retirement] 
descriptor set gains supporting aspects/attribute sets both very rapidly and in very large 
numbers. The data accrues in patterns that go to the idea of a [retirement heist/theft] that 
is so egregiously felt by the [populace/usofa] that an [effective social action] will begin 
at that point. This [social action] is not limited to the [populace/usofa], but will be taken 
as a [model] to be used in other [countries] whose [populace] is [living under 
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representative dictatorship] in which the [barriers to entry (into minion status)] restrict 
the [political flow]. This [effective social action movement] within the [populace/usofa] 
is very key as it has a [wounding/bleeding] effect on the [markets] that will be [reported] 
and [discussed] the [very day] the [tactic] is [implemented]. 

Also juxtapositioning the [mid winter (northern hemisphere)] supporting shift into 
[damaged documents] are other, tangentially related sets that indicate that a [large 
(predatory) child rape scandal] will [bruise (to the point of yellowing?) the bones] of the 
[markets] as the [vatican concoction] rises in [visibility]. This is indicated to have a 
[bleeding effect] on the [markets] from [3/three] different components: the [sell-off ](of 
'assets' in the markets necessary to [pay the assessed fines]; the [claims (now rising) 
against catholic church 'assets' as being [stolen property] 4; and lastly, as the [associated 
crime families (opus dei, jesuits, et al)] are themselves [individually attacked ] and thus 
forced to draw against [hidden funds] and [stolen wealth] to 'protect' themselves. 

Behaving Badly
A significant number of supporting sets accruing to the [damaged documents] set are 
themselves supported by sets that are either directly held or cross linked internally to the 
descriptor set that we have labeled as [behaving badly]. There are going to be a large 
number of incidents in 2012 that will reach [visibility] in the [msm (propaganda press)] 
in which [entrenched elites], or [high ranking minions (including several religious 
'leaders')], or [very visible teevee celebrities] will be [self isolating] by virtue of their 
['deserved wealth' stance in public]. In essence this is a [let them eat cake] meme run out 
to [extremes]. These incidents are not indicated to be particularly meaningful in and of 
themselves, but rather as a 'trend line' in [antagonistic behavior]. Some of the more 
egregious episodes will be in late Winter and very early Spring (northern hemisphere). 
These [behaving badly] incidents are shown as [stair step] temporal markers for 
[degrading markets (performance)]. 

As had been indicated in a number of reports, both the ALTA and Shape series, a period 
of [intense, global hyperinflation] was indicated for 2011. It may be that the global 
currencies meltdown will be able to limp into 2012 before the [hyperinflation] shows in 
[daily price changes] and associated [corporation breakdowns]. This last, in spite of the 
work of the [msm (propaganda press)] to deny it, will really show the [hyperinflation] at 
an [international level]. Yes, regular humans are living it now, and it is THE root cause 
of all of the social unrest globally at this time, but there is never any discussion of 
[hyperinflation] in any press. As it is a huge issue for the mass of humanity living on less 

4 That will include major statuary and other items prominently displayed by the church as well as all the 'wealth' nominally 
in the control of the red shield bunch.
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than 2/two US dollars a day, one would supposed that the [horrors] of [hyperinflation] 
would be widely reported in the 'press'. Nope, not a chance as the [entrenched elite] do 
not want anyone warned that the [politically driven 'economic' system] has just been 
kicked into warp drive. 

The data sets indicate in all three data types (immediacy , shorter term , longer term) that 
2012 will be the [year of confidence lost]. The [confidence lost] is a huge context 
supporting not only [economic system], but also the [political system]. NOTE that these 
sets are globally affective. The [confidence lost] set also has a great deal of supporting 
sets that are [israeli] focused. The new year will bring no new potential for happiness or 
contentment or peace to any human living in [israel]. It will be a very sad year indeed. 
What is to be said? Karma.

Without regard to the [israeli's have an extraordinarily bad year and shit bricks ] 
supporting sets, the [damaged documents] larger archetypes is directly supporting the 
[evaporation (in heat of anger) of confidence] sub set. It is this [confidence collapse (due 
to hyperinflation)] that will be a very good temporal marker to the [clamp down (iron 
fists)] by [governments] planet wide. 

There are further ramifications such as the upcoming [planetary freedom from religion 
movement] in which people will embargo, and boycott any corporation associated with 
any religion. Then there are more immediate [markets] impacts as the [outer ring (of 
thug organizations)] such as [opus dei, jesuits, masons, et al] are forced by the [populace 
squeeze] to alter their own [flow of funds]. In the criminal organizations business it 
simply is not done to [stiff/lay-off/withhold payment] to employees, and sub minions. 
The usual and expected problems created by [disgruntled employees] are hugely 
magnified when that employee worked for a [criminal organization], and knows it. 

The accretion patterns of the supporting aspect/attribute sets are in-line with the forecast 
trend that the [secrets revealed] meta data layer would be dominant during 2011/2012. 
The patterns of the shorter term as well as the immediacy data suggest that the [secrets 
revealed] meta data layer will lead to a 'compounding effect' over these next 4/four 
months in which [economic degradation] and [personal cash needs] will drive many 
[low level minions] toward [whistle blower status]. This [whistle blower status] will be 
self reinforcing as there are indications that the language around [former 
'bankster/mason/illuminati' and others] changes over 2012. Much of the [impact value] 
of the language fades by mid November, 2012 as though the bloom of the meme has 
passed.
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The [secrets revealed] meta data layer is very heavily impacting on the Markets entity. 
The accretion patterns show 2012 as a year of [opening up (the belly)] of the [beast] at 
least in so far as the [markets] and their [controllers] is concerned. The data sets indicate 
that [murder (bunches of them)], and [rape], [pillage], [theft], and many other crimes 
will be [revealed] in what will feel like a [flood]. The [flood] of the [secrets revealed] is 
also a supporting set for the [damaged documents] sub set. See SpaceGoatFarts entity 
for more on this meme.

GlobalPop

In our previous Shape and ALTA reports there had been forecast language for [flying] 
and [radiation exposure]. This linguistic structure has shifted almost entirely into 
immediacy data types with the lexicon 'follow up' emotional sums almost all into the 
shorter term data. This has escalated the forecast for this language to begin manifesting 
in the very near term. The expectation here is that [airplane travel (of all forms that 
involve external sources of breathing air)] will (very) soon start to become [tainted] as 
[rumors] of [links between air travel (and rapid onset) radioactive poisoning] will 
appear. The data suggests that the [msm (propaganda press)] will be working its 
collective zionist ass off trying to [squash/quash/bury/overwhelm] the [rumors] of [flight 
= death] associated with the [air travel industry]. Again, there are links associating [mass 
pilot resignations] as a result of the [new data] and [obvious cancer clusters effect] 
relating to [air travel]. 

In spite of the perceptions to the contrary, the very long term data sets are indicating that 
[france] and [ireland] will be [leading (economies)] as the [planetary renaissance] 
emerges from the [rotting corpse] of the [central bankster and warfare] model for human 
civilization. The data shows that [france] will [provide] a [sound/pragmatic platform] for 
an [irish concept]. There are further sub sets indicating that a diverse number of [inter 
cultural connections] will be [established] as a direct result of the next phase of the 
[secrets revealed] meta data layer manifesting. The data sets for the entirety of 
modelspace are dominated by [secrets revealed] at the pan archetype level, but nowhere 
more so than the GlobalPop entity and the sub sets geographically linked to [france] and 
[ireland]. 

As may be expected, there are a number of [italy] focused sub sets within the chain 
down from the [secrets revealed] meta data layer, however, in the area of the GlobalPop 
entity, the domination by [france] and [ireland] associated sub sets is very large..running 
almost 6/six to 1/one against [italy] sub sets. There are also a huge number of [catholic 
church] sub sets that are within the [secrets revealed] meta data layer. So many that 
following the cross links internal to just this entity is becoming nearly impossible as the 
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branching and interlinking has become immense. There are many other [church] sub sets 
that point to other [denominations] as well who will 'suddenly' find themselves [up to 
their necks] in the [blood of sacrifices]. An interesting cultural manifestation of a 
[collective guilt] is forecast as appearing in [france], likely [middle] of the country over 
the course of the next few years as the ['french burden'], relative to [murders of 
indigenous children around the planet] emerges. NOT to say that the French are more 
guilty than any other catholic supporter, but merely to note that the cultural 'soul' of the 
French is being forecast to manifest beginning in late 2012 in a very uniquely francovian 
fashion.

Celts Embrace
The [irish and french 'alliance?'] that emerges over the next few years is indicated to 
[jump start] the [new electrics] as an [industrial activity] globally. The indications are 
that this is not as a source of [inventions], but rather a [popular movement] to 
[distribute]. While the [new electrics] sub set indicates that the [popularization] of the 
[devices/energy generators] will be independent of the ['french burden'], there are still 
numerous cross links pointing toward the [first peoples (canada)] and the [french 
acceptance/response] that will [emotionally bind] the [irish french alliance] to their 
['source suppliers'].

The GlobalPop and the Populace/USofA entities are indicating that the [new electrics] 
and the [renaissance] will be anything but smooth or peaceful. The data sets are 
forecasting huge levels of [social], [corporate (dying?)], [cultural], [officialdom], 
[minion class], and [infrastructure] [disruption] as the [new electrics] and related new 
['industries'] are [pushed out] into the [populace]. We note that the [pushing out/birthing] 
descriptors are misleading as the details would suggest anything other than a 
'coordinated' effort. In fact, all of the supporting sets surveyed so far have directly held 
sets for [chaos]. 

Curiously, or more appropriately perhaps, fittingly, the data sets are indicating that the 
[greeks] will be coming out of the [chaos] in far better circumstances than may be 
anticipated. This is not to say that the [economic] and [social chaos] will not dominate 
life in [greece] for some time, but rather, to speak to the archetypes that suggest [greece] 
will [return (to) city-state] structure over these next [20/twenty years]. The data sets 
indicate that the [planetary human renaissance] will find the [greeks] to [predisposed], or 
[at home in] the [social chaos] of [sovereign individuals] making their way in universe. 
The data sets indicate that it will be the [cultural contentment (with) social chaos] that 
will be a [defining] part of the [greek dominance] of the [region] as the [renaissance] 
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takes hold in 2014 onward. Further sets point to [greece] becoming something of a 
[planetary college (of thought)] over the next decades as the [critical thinking] 5 idea 
spreads through the social order. Also note that a couple of [african researchers], with 
[wujo] associations will be very [big presences] in the [greek critical thinking 
movement]. As modelspace is progressed past late Summer of 2012, there are several 
pockets of supporting aspect/attribute sets suggesting that a [very large SOC (self 
organizing collective)] will emerge in [valleys] in [greece] that will become the first of 
this centuries [new city states]. 

This [sovereign individuals] theme is found in most of the entities as modelspace is 
moved past March of 2012. The formation for support grows slowly, but very steady, 
and at a rate that consistently increases as modelspace is moved through 2012. The 
[sovereign individuals philosophy (movement?)] will be credited with getting [on its 
own two feet] in Greece. The data sets show that the rise of the [visibility] of the 
[sovereign independent individuals movement] will be rising in the local to the EU zone 
press from March 2012 onward with a first blush or [bloom] of the discussion coming in 
April. 

Two other interesting notes include a [greek] and [cypriot] connection to a [rescue] of a 
[large nature] that will become [publicly visible] after or near mid [summer (northern 
hemisphere) 2012]. This [rescue] will be [sea/ocean] focused, and will involve a number 
of [children]. These [foreign children] will be described in terms of [soggy/dripping 
birds] from the [pictures available].

The GlobalPop entity contains a number of new sets in support of the [rescue] sub set, 
including a very large, and growing set for [sabotage/willful disruption]. This set is cross 
linked over to the EntrenchedElite entity as well as the Populace/USofA entity. In this 
linguistic structure we have a number of supporting sets going toward a 
[deliberate/willful disruption] of the [war machine]. While we have had a similar 
descriptor set in the past in the form of the [many thousands (of deliberate) mistakes] as 
a supporting set of the [israeli mistake] set, we are now seeing that the [sabotage/willful 
disruption] set is going to be [planet wide/globally affecting]. This set is part of the 
supporting sets of [global social evolution] that are at the core of such expressions as the 
'Occupy' movement. 

The GlobalPop entity has clear and persistent indicators that the [entrenched elite] are 
[desperate] to [begin total war]. This data is repeatedly supported by new aspect/attribute 
sets that are pointing toward the March 2012 shift into release language as the point at 
which the [entrenched elite] plan to [unleash] their [new war]. As modelspace and the 
5 Also look for 'rigorous' or 'disciplined' as modifiers to the critical thinking label in other languages/alphabets.
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GlobalPop entity are progressed into early 2012, new detail sets indicate that a series of 
[escalating provocations] are designed to manifest according to the [entrenched elite] 
plans. These plans have the [escalating episodes of disruption (false flag events)] 
designed to [inflame religious passions], as well as [destroy economic assets]. The 
[entrenched elite] plan to use this [new war] as their cover as they [mask 
culpability/guilt] in the recent [16+ trillion dollar theft] from the [global financial 
system]. 

Japan vacate...Wave One
Sadly, very very sadly, it is necessary to report that the [fukushima (death by radiations)] 
disaster is forecast to get [increasingly hazardous] over the next [half year] such that 
[evacuations] are [finally ordered]. For many, the forecast shows that this will be [too 
late (fatal delay)]. These [evacuations] will be [thought/presumed permanent]. The 
[evacuations] from [radiation danger] are supporting sets for the [diaspora] within the 
GlobalPop entity. The formation of the supporting sets for the [diaspora], japanese sub 
set, are quite clearly forecasting at least [3/three waves]. Sadly, there are at least [3/three 
waves] of [deaths/mutations] that are also forecast. 

The [fatal delay] sub set is rising to dominate the [Japan] and [global nuclear problem] 
descriptor sets. This set is a major supporting set for [japan evacuations], and [planet 
wide mutations], and [diaspora]. While our data has had [mutations] as a [planetary 
concern] since 2003, we had the majority of the [source] of the [genetic contamination] 
as being [solar] and [unknown energies (radiations) from space]. As of these last two 
reports, the data has significantly altered to [fukushima] and [nuclear] sources in general 
for [mutations], and [increasing (diversity) of human species]. Other supporting sets 
now are accreting to the [fatal delay] specific to [japan], and the [mutations], and [death] 
caused by [escalating nuclear disaster] at Fukushima.

At a meta data level, the [evacuations] of some significant portion of the [japanese 
populace] is now certain, though the timing us unknown. We can say this as the data sets 
are filling in support for new words that will arise, first in Japanese, then gradually 
adopted in other languages, for [japanese radiation refugee (ex-pat)]. One of our 
operating postulates is that 'new language foretells fundamental social change'. 

Dead Pool
The [fatal delay] sub set also contains supporting sets that are describing a series of 
[revenge assassinations] of the [guilty parties]. The data suggests that a number of [high 
ranking officialdom] will [meet their ends] at the [hands (personal attacks)] of 
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[destroyed lives]. The data suggests that these [revenge assassinations] will not be 
limited to Japan, nor even to Japanese [officialdom]. Further the data sets have some 
very high [visibility] as modelspace is progressed past mid 2012. The detail layers 
accruing at that time suggest that the [terrestrial humanity (those paying attention to 
something more than local misery)] will [become aware] of the [skillful (artistic) 
fingers] behind the (to that point) [strange deaths (in officialdom) including corporate 
officials]. As modelspace moves into this area, things take a truly bizarre twist. The data 
suggests that a [global betting pool] is formed among [professional bookies/gamblers] as 
to [who, and when] will be the [next victim]. This set indicates that the [dead pool 
(gambling on next victim)] will itself rise to [planetary visibility]. The [revenge 
assassinations] are forecast to continue into 2013. The data suggests that the [assassin] 
will [not be caught] at least in this life, as there are indications that [she/he] is also a 
[victim (of) fukushima]. 

The Anti-Rad Life
Given the slap upside the head of reality that is the on-going Fukushima Nuclear 
Catastrophe, it is not surprising that we find accretion patterns for all manner of 
[radiation 'cures'] in the near, and longer term future. These sets for what we are calling 
the [anti-rad life] escalate along with the release language in March, 2012. As the 
building tension language of [winter/2011/2012(northern hemisphere)] reaches its 
crescendo in mid March just prior to the equinox, the [radiation] and [human impacts of 
radiation] sets take huge jumps in new supporting sub sets. While there had been much 
growth prior to March, that is to say, the [concerns], and [worries] about [radiation 
exposure (of humans and food chain)] in the northern hemisphere over Winter, the level 
of that growth is overwhelmed by just the first week of release language in late March. 
This giant escalation of [anxiety] over [radiation in local environment] is indicated to 
spawn a huge new [response wave] of [innovation] and [industrial activity]. Please note 
that while there are some small indicators for a [corporate] participation in the 
[renaissance (of the) anti-rad life], much of the growth of these sets occurs in late 2012 
and beyond which is months after the [general collapse] of the [corporatacracy globally]. 
So, in both the GlobalPop entity6 and the Populace/USofA entity7 the [anti-radiation 
innovation response wave] is described in language pointing toward an [inter-linked 
(self organizing collective) of innovators] who will [successfully invent] not only [new 
anti-radiation measures/products], but also, new [methods] for [human to human 
exchanges]. 

6 Northern Greece and eastern Spain (mountainous region) will be the nexus for next wave of [surprising innovation]. 
7 As noted in previous discussions, in the US it will be SOC's that emerge as the 'leaders' in local Anti-radiation life 

support products. 
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Populace/USofA
Addressing the issue of 'what next (for populace/USofA)?' brings us to the shorter term 
and longer term data sets. Combined, these sets take us from the next emotional building 
tension peak in March, 2012 out through the first 19/nineteen months of the [next phase] 
of [life in the dying american empire]. When these data sets are examined, an over 
arching impression of fracturing arises from the accretion patterns and the sets within 
those patterns. The data sets themselves do not elevate 'fracturing' to an archetype, but it 
is within the supporting sets. The dominating archetype for both long term and shorter 
term data types within the sets is the descriptor of [gradually (or organic speed/flow (of 
time))]. However, the [gradually/slowly] descriptor is supported by the idea that the 
[fracturing (of the social body)] will take [decades (to gradually) endure/survive]. Note 
that the [endure] sub set also contains internal cross links over to terminating sets 
indicating that [some groups (SOC's)] will [by preparations (in advance)] be able to 
[transform] the [endurance] into [overcome/triumph] insofar as the emotional context of 
the upcoming multi-decadal experience. Note also that the language within the longer 
term sets would have this [gradual process (of rebuilding)] take [(only?) 4/four decades]. 
The 'only' modifier is bespoke, so universe wants us to consider it as a 'short time' 
apparently.

Being very full of 'notes', we stop for a moment to also note that the archetype descriptor 
of [gradually/slowly] is the dominating set as the [coagulation (then fracturing), (then 
dissolution)] sets that are competing for primary descriptor all fade over the course of 
the next 19/nineteen months within the data sets. However, please also note that their 
influence, that is to say the temporal 'extension' of the fracturing and the dissolution 
archetypes will be experienced by the [populace/usofa] for nearly [15/fifteen years]. 

This [15/fifteen years] of [fracturing] and [dissolution] is a good thing by the way. 

There are very clear indicators within the accretion patterns of the [coagulation] 
archetype that this set is nearly complete, and that the influence of [coagulation] will be 
fading over these next [4/four months]. Also within the supporting sets for the 
[coagulation] archetype are sets for [soar (soaring/reaching/propelling/climbing/flying)] 
that ALL relate to the [currency (usofa dollar)] and [dollar denominated debt 
instruments] which will be, as the data describes, [soaring (into) space]. And just when it 
seems the [usofa dollar] cannot reach any further [heights (of production)], they will yet 
again, [set new records] for [monetized debt creation]. The data would support the idea 
that the next [four months] will see the [hyperinflation bloom]. The [bloom] descriptor 
appeared in this data processing run and is within the context of a 
[flush/blossoming/bloom]. Within its supporting sets we have [unfolding], and 
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[emerging] as in the way that a [plant's leaves] will [unfold] as it grows. These sets are 
all directly tied to the [visibility] totals for the [hyperinflation] descriptor. This suggests 
that the [hyperinflation] of the [dollar denominated debt instruments] will also be 
[blooming] in the [consciousness] of the [populace]. The data points to some rather 
[heated] and [near violent] episodes during [teevee (and other media)] 'discussions' 
about the [state of the economy]. 

The data sets also are supporting the [soaring (of) officialdom] at least in 
[megalomania], and [irrationality]. The newly accrued detail sets indicate that this 
[political season] will [resemble (no previous) occurrence], and will [establish records] 
for [upsets], and [scandals], and [public (self) defacing]. The ONLY reason to bring up 
any of the charlatans and mental defectives who are the political officialdom, is that the 
data sets within the Markets entity, when taken in conjunction with the cross links over 
to the Populace/USofA entity are suggesting that ALL the [posturing] and [lying] of the 
[political class] over these next [4/four months] will be [undone/reversed/up-ended] in a 
[single day (in March 2012)]. Consider now that ALL expenditures as 'investments' into 
the USA political system for the 2012 political 'season' to date, and including the mass in 
pouring over these next 4/four months will be [undone] in a [day] such that [all 
'investments' aka 'bribes'] will be [of no value (worthless/defunct/non-existent)]. 
Hmmm.....yes, there are a few hints in the data as to what may induce this [reversal in a 
day], but there are also good reasons to wait until the data sets also show up in the 
immediacy data types before discussing them at the detail level (if then, for completely 
other reasons). However, it is fair to say that archetypes of [failure], and [flunking 
examinations], and [pissing off (a competitive examination)] will be prominently 
featured over that period. Note that these sets are NOT applied as may be expected. 
Something of a surprise, surprise, surprise...from universe here.

Strong Winds, Weak Build
There are a number of new archetypes rising out of the tertiary supporting layer that 
suggest a very [trying] time for [corporations]. The [trying] context is [legal] in nature 
and extends in duration out over [10/ten years]. In the internal and external cross links 
there are termination points that suggest that something of a [legal dam] will be 
[breaking down] from mid December 2011 through May of 2012. During this time the 
data sets indicate that [large groups] of [civil servants] will be [arrested] and 
[incarcerated]. A particular event is tangentially connected to the [political (capital) loss 
(upending/removal)] of March 2012. The data sets point to [corruption trials], and 
[bribery 'probes' (anally? Perhaps not)]...and other results from what will be described as 
the [destruction (of the) illusion (provided by the) false (fictitious) wall]. This 
[breakdown (of extra legal) inhibitions] to the [pursuit (of) criminals] is indicated to be a 
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[gigantic] or [huge] or [massive] change in the [social body] of the [populace/usofa], and 
it will likely take years for the average human on the street to understand just how 
pivotal it was to everything that follows. The [inhibition] that [stalls/derails/sinks] any 
form of [legal constraint] on the [corruption (of the) elite (and wannabe's)] is described 
as being [extra legal], or as in [beyond the law], as also in [criminal]. It is this core 
[weakness] in the entire system of [corruption] in which [each (of the) corrupted 
individuals] both [fears] and [competes] with all the other [corrupt (people in the 
system)] that is described by the data sets as [bring down the house (of cards)].

In software development there is the concept of a 'weak build'. This is where you are 
working with hundreds of other coders under a 'taskmaster' and you are collectively 
compiling the code body hundreds of times a day. Mostly you work in isolation on your 
bits of the over all project, but through out the process there is a 'master build' that takes 
place daily. The idea is to get the testing groups to work as soon as may be possible. So 
the 'master build' starts off as, and can be for most of its existence, a 'shell' with what are 
known as 'stubs'. The 'stubs' are templates, or routines, or functions that are simply hard 
coded to return a predetermined value (usually indicating 'got this far'). This state of 
things occurs until each coded section is brought to some level of functionality in 
isolation, and then folded into the master build for initial testing and subsequent 
development. 

As may be expected, with hundreds of coders, or even hundreds of teams totaling 
thousands of coders, the 'weak build' stage is the most chaotic of working environments 
on this planet. It is difficult to imagine any other 'discipline' or 'industry' in which every 
person's work, and the work of every group is in (somehow) the direct critical path of 
every other person/group. That said, however, two other 'disciplines' do spring to mind, 
that is [politics], and [economics]. Soooo....as the data sets would have it, everyone on 
the planet is about to be 'treated', or as the data describes it [experienced] in how it feels 
to be part of a planetary 'weak build'. 

Buckminster Fuller's version of a Critical Path book is well worth reading, and offers the 
sort of thinking that will allow the SOC's to, as the data would have it, [accumulate 
(from the small)] into [greatness] over these next [terrible (twenty) years]. 

In this same theme, both the GlobalPop and Populace/USofA entities contain numerous 
references to [preparing], and [having prepared] both [emotionally/mentally], and 
[physically]. There are a large number of references that point to the [degradation] 
period of the [american empire (internal to continental US)] as being, to my mind, better, 
than the many forecasts of civil war and national break up. This is due to the 'awakening' 
component that the internet has brought these last decades. 
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The longer term data sets indicate that some years out, say beyond [5/five years] from 
the point of the [implosion (arrests too!@!)] of the [federal reserve cabal], the first of the 
[nationally prominent SOC's] will make its [continental contribution]. In the longer term 
data sets it is difficult to get more precise that a [maybe] state about how far out. What 
we do is to try to judge this by other, nearer term events that are interlinked. With this 
particular data set this is made more difficult as the set represents a [sudden appearance] 
at a particular [point of need] of a [SOC which means Self Organizing Collective] with 
[resources] such that it can [offer national/continental assistance]. The few descriptors 
associated with the SOC, include [mountains], and [forest planting], and [medicinal 
concoctions]. 

A very rare set of cross links has developed between the [tptb/w (the powers that 
be/were)] entity and the Populace/USofA entity. While it is quite usual to have extensive 
cross links from the [entrenched elite] over to other entities, the formation we are seeing 
now is very rare. A single point of linguistic structure is being directly held by both 
entities. In both entities this structure is identical down through the secondary support 
level. There after the data sets are dominated by the cross links between these two areas 
and other linguistic structures within their respective entities. This melding of this 
commonly held linguistic set in both entities is built as modelspace is progressed 
through [winter, 2011/2012]. It is our interpretation that the appearance of this formation 
is very significant for both entities, the Populace/USofA, and what is known now as the 
EntrenchedElite entity. At a higher level view, what seems to happen as the supporting 
sets accrue over Winter 2011/2012, is that the [attention] of the [populace/usofa] 
becomes [fixated] on the [entrenched elite] in a [very negative way] from the 
perspective of the [entrenched elite]. While there are a few other ways to interpret this, 
including a [uncloaking/disrobing (of the entrenched elite)], it seems reasonable in the 
mass of new data to use a broader label such as [fixation] as this includes the idea of 
[exposure], at least to the level that the [fixation] can occur. 

The [fixation] data set rises over late December and through early January. As the 
[fixation (of focus/attention) on (the) entrenched elite] emerges in modelspace, the 
Populace/USofA is presented (in mainstream media) with the image of [officialdom 
(peeking out from) behind walls/bunkers]. There are further supporting sets at this point 
in the entity that go to the idea of [looking (down from) economic precipice], and 
[responsible individuals (hiding behind walls)], and [missing piles (of ingots of 
gold/silver)], and [missing piles of coins]. These larger archetypes are moved into 
supporting positions as modelspace progresses from the solstice toward the equinox. As 
the [wild weather (of) winter] settles in, the data sets accrue supporting sets for a [twin 
peaks (in the markets)] that involves the [dollar] and [precious metals]. 
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Blazers, Phasers 
This [early winter] temporal marker is associated with [armies marching], and a very 
unpleasant, near term future of [yet another senseless war]. The [entrenched elite] entity 
is showing as [moving masses (via mainstream media)] in [preparation] for our forecast 
[nu war]. The [nu war] sub set has increasing support from new aspect/attribute sets for 
[on (the) brink/annihilation], [ramping up (towards confrontation)], [brinksmanship], 
[last minute diplomacy], and other msm (mainstream media = aka propaganda press) 
clues to [imminent nu war]. In this case, however, there are certain clues that suggest 
that [nu war] has become [active] by that point. As a general rule during the Winter of 
2011/2012 and beyond (as long as broadcast, propaganda teevee persists), the aware 
observer will, on viewing teevee news presenters, note their apparel. Throughout the 
upcoming [nu war], the [blazers (on teevee news presenters/fashions promoted)], will be 
clear [forecasts (of ) imminent trends]. 

The [nu war] sub sets are accruing with [in situ] and [extra temporal] and [ex orbis], and 
[extra sensory], and [in paganus], and [ex motus/ex mutare], and other [latinum linguae] 
phrases in support of some of the central linguistic sets. The [nu war] sub sets are 
accruing with [in situ] and [extra temporal] and [ex orbis], and [extra sensory], and [in 
paganus], and [ex motus/ex mutare], and other [latinum linguae] phrases in support of 
some of the central linguistic sets. The curiosity of the resurgence of latin in the 
[oculoris viridis] trades8, is not yet distracting enough to draw the attention away from 
the [central/core] importance of the [green eyes groups] to the [break away civilization]. 
That this group is also intimately involved with [human enslavement/slavery] here on 
the 'surface world'... terra superficies, is precisely why much of the pivotal language 
between the Populace/USofA entity and the [entrenched elite] entity now has supporting 
sets that feature [exposure] as well as [ferrets/spies], and [anti-spies]. 

A very significant segment of the new data supporting sets of the Populace/USofA entity 
are going to the idea of [anti-spies (against the) populace]. The data sets indicate that the 
[entrenched elite] will be (are now) [recruiting] and [training] their [spies] and [agents] 
for the [expected/awaited uprising] that is thought, by the [entrenched elite] to 
be [most probable] in [Spring 2012 (northern hemisphere)]. The [uprising] is connected, 
within the vast number of cross links from the EntrenchedElite entity over to the 
Populace/USofA entity, to the [issuance (of) detention orders (arrest without trial)] of 
some [prominent (anti-NWO (wujo guys?)) activists]. Note that the [uprising] or [mass 
riots] and [national strike] are all within the post March equinox data accretion.

8 Those 'secret works groups' whose symbols identify them within the trade by the use of 'international safety green color' in 
the 'eyes' of their patches, logo's et al.
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The [minions] and the [msm = propaganda press] are even now preparing for [mass 
incarcerations], and [detentions] on a [scale] that will be [shocking] to all except the 
most [mind controlled sheeple]. 

In supporting sets for ['legal' (but immoral) detentions/arrests/murders (of american 
citizens by american citizens as police/military)] are indications that a [major 
personality] will, over [winter 2011/2012], be gaining [international fame] as a [public 
face (of ) outrage] over the [extra-constitutional actions/behavior] of [government and 
minions]. This will be a very good temporal marker for those American citizens who 
wish to exit the country prior to the [clamp down (of ) NWO-Fascism]. This temporal 
marker is also one of the last prior to the ['claiming act'] which will be a [secret 
component] of some [legislation] that will [forbid] the [removal of assets] from the 
[usofa] by [anyone (*except the entrenched elite)]. So after the ['claiming act'] is passed, 
no person without [NWO-Fascism connections] will be allowed to [remove money 
(assets/wealth)] from the [continental US banking system]. Of course, the wealthy and 
[privileged] to do not need to worry as the ['claiming act'] will not apply to them. 

That the [minion class ] in the USA is [living in fear] of the [citizens/inhabitants/slaves] 
is clear. The data has for some number of years indicated that a [breakdown] in the 
[social contract] would occur in 2011. It has now reached [visibility] with the treasonous 
['senators'] voting for the [american citizens as the enemy of government act]. This path 
was shown in past reports and leads to the [prison camp riots] in 2012 and early 2013 
that in turn lead to the [torching (of the) gated community (of the rich)]. Further, this set 
of linguistics, now starting toward fulfillment was also associated with the [hunger riots] 
in areas [north of DC], in which a [government facility] will [accidentally (not really 
targeted, more of a spillover riot)] be [looted] during [hunts for food]. During the 
[looting of the underground government offices/facilities], as indicated by cross links 
over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity, a [vault] will be [emptied (of) space alien hardware]. 
Further this [accidental liberation] is also to include vast amounts of [documents] that 
will work their way onto the web. This is the [echo] temporally to the [vatican (south 
wall) breech] and subsequent [dispersal (of hidden) documents] from the center of the 
[sorcerers (mind control priests) palace]. 

Lakes in the Air
Other major issues for the Populace/USofA include [winter weather] that will be 
described as [borderline insane/schizophrenic)]. There are data sets for a Winter 
punctuated by [2/two mountainous storms]. Note that the [storms] are not in the 
mountains, but rather are being described as big as [mountains]. These [2/two storm 
fronts] are described as each being [lakes (in the air/hovering over earth)]. The [2/two 
storm fronts] are separated by a [calm] and [out-of-season weather]. This set has many 
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supporting sets indicating that [last years' trees] will [start to re-flower], and that 
[grasses], and [other ground cover plants] will also [react oddly] to the [out-of-season 
weather] between the [2/two storm fronts]. 

The [storms] themselves are indicated to [cause disruption] in [military plans] as well as 
to [upset/upstage] the [operations (of the) federal govt minion class] in a [glitterati 
event] of some kind. This is indicated to be later in [winter, 2011/2012] and is involving 
sub sets that go to [international embarrassment], and [public laughter], and [disruption 
(of meetings)], and [exposed (body parts)], and [exposed (illegal plans)], and other sets 
pointing toward a major debacle within the [minions] due to [inability to cope (with) 
weather/storm)], or, perhaps it will be due to what the [minions express/say] to each 
other about the [storm] that will [fan (into existence) ] another [storm]. In any case the 
data shows that over the end of the building tension language period prior to March, the 
[shit storm] that will [hit the minions] will be [of their own making], and will be related 
to an [actual storm]. The 'good news', if there is any to this [air born lakes] sub set is that 
these actually will be a [source of joy] for some people in [severe drought affected 
areas]. Though the [joy] part will be short lived as the [lakes in the air] are described as 
[producing huge wind storms] on their way down to the ground, and once there, to 
[constitute instant widespread floods]. 

Again we note that within the Terra entity and the GlobalPop entity and the 
Populace/USofA entity there continues to be growth, previously very slow, but within 
this data gathering, very much more rapid, in support of the [planet girdling storm 
system]. The growth patterns for this [mega storm] are suggesting late in 2012 as the 
time of its manifestation. The majority of the linguistics are going to the [damage] 
resulting from the [horrific winds]. The [mega storm] is indicated to be the single 
[largest source] of [infrastructure damage] on the north american continent. Not that 
Europe or Asia will have it any easier. There are some suggestions for areas of [wind 
blocking mountains] that, while stopping direct [wind damage], are indicated to [create 
(areas) of partial vacuum] such is the [speed (of the) winds]. 

Another area of great concern is the [radiation impact] on the [populace/usfoa] of the 
[contamination] in the [lakes in the air], or for that matter, any of the [rains] over 
[continental north america]. The [levels of radioactive contamination] to the [rains] over 
the [usofa], and [canada] are indicated to actually achieve [visibility] in 2012. It will be 
a very [unfortunate] and [sad] level of [visibility] due to the [nature] of the [radioactive 
impact] on people's health. The longer term sets that are associated with this lexical 
structure indicates that over the next [year], a [multiple decade] long change in [human 
behavior] will manifest. This [decades long change] relates to how we humans 
[accept/deal/cope with] the [plethora of radioactive materials] that are entering the 
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[planetary environment]9. 

The data sets indicate that [new forms] of [advertising] will [emerge] in 2012 in which 
the [advertising corporations] try to [sell anti-radiation materials], or [advertise 'clean' 
foods and waters]. The [problems] for the [corporations] are indicated to arise from [new 
government (minion) edicts] that will put [invisible sanctions] on those who [say/speak 
of radiation (in the USA)]. This 'catch 22' problem is forecast to [produce] some very 
[interesting/entertaining] new forms of [double speak]. 

Terra 

A Jumping Atmosphere
The accretion patterns in support of the [sun disease] sub set are all pointing towards 
[march (vernal equinox) 2012] as the beginning of the [change (to a) jumping 
atmosphere]. It is unclear from the data whether it will be the sun or the earth that 
acquires the [jumping atmosphere], but either way there are [earth-shaking impacts] 
from the [shift (in sun disease)] to the [atmosphere]. 

The supporting sets suggest a Fall and Winter of [decay] of the [solar state], and then as 
we move modelspace forward into March of 2012, the accruals shift from the [decay] 
archetype into [birth] archetype. This is likely very good news, and may be 
representative of the 'whatever' that the Mayans were able to foresee at the beginning of 
the Long Count calendar. However, the data sets are just showing the beginning of a 
long, very long, and very painful process. 

The primary supporting sets for the [decay] and [sun disease] linguistic structures within 
the Terra entity do not continue to accrue at the same rates past March of 2012. In fact, 
the rates of new detail sub sets within the major archetypes falls to a bare trickle as 
opposed to the flood of [sun disease] sets over these last few years. As the [decay] 
archetype and the [sun disease] supporting sets fade, there are new sets under the [birth] 
that go directly to the idea of a [March through November] process in which [new light 
(frequency?type?)] will be [released]. Further data sets at secondary and tertiary support 
levels also contain [new light] references. As an aside, some of these supporting sets 
have cross links internally within the Terra entity that point to [new (highly 
effective/very efficacious) medicines] that will now be possible due to this [new light 

9 As a personal response to the radiation in the environment problem, we are working to get all of our food production 
under cover in 2012. This will include new grow dome(s) of considerable size fabricated of wood and woven poly 
plastic cover, as well as an expansion of winter micro-greens and sprouting efforts. It would seem 2012 is the year to put 
the energy into foods at the  personal level. 
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effect on plants]. Many of these [efficacious medicines/compounds] are described as 
being [branded (by/with) new light]. These are longer term data type sets and point to 
the [new light medicines] as being a long term, multiple generations development. But it 
starts in 2012 with the [new light outburst]. 

Along with the [new light outburst] sub set are cross links over to the populace entities 
that would seem to be pointing to a [solar ] origination for the pending [human 
renaissance], though to be absolutely clear about this, neither rapture nor ascension 
believers will find their fantasies fulfilled with the [new light phenomenon] emerging 
from the sun next year. This [new light phenomenon] is being described within the 
supporting sets in language that is very much 'scientific'. Further there are a considerable 
amount of longer term associations in these sets that carry the duration of impact sums 
out [hundreds of years]. Again, the [new light outburst] is not being described with terms 
that are used for CME's, or 'solar filaments', or other, currently known, solar behavior. It 
is as though the data sets are trying to describe a phenomenon that has yet to have a 
word invented as its label.  

Our previous Shape reports had noted that this [winter 2011/2012 northern hemisphere] 
was indicated to be [particularly harsh]. That is still the case, however, now the 
[areas/locations] for the [deep freeze (intense cold)] have shrunk, and become [isolated] 
by [flowing (irregular (non-seasonal))] weather. The data points toward a [climate] gone 
[wonky/off-kilter/unexpected behavior].

In the cross links to both the GlobalPop and the Populace/USofA entities, the most areas 
of [damage] from [weather] are indicated (as already has happened in the western USA) 
to come from [winds]. Further the [extra-seasonal] component of this is also pointing 
towards a [horrific] and [out of time (misplaced in season) Mistral] that is also indicated 
to [spring from (cause?) damage (at its source (russia/русса))]. Again, most of the 
[damages (to property/humans)] are indicated to come from [winds], [heavy wet winds], 
[extreme winds]. This is not to say that [extreme cold] will not be a problem this 
[winter/northern hemisphere], but rather that the data sets have changed and are now 
indicating that [pockets (large regions)] of [extreme cold] will be [isolated] by [warmer 
weather], and [disturbed air currents], and [disrupted (storm systems)]. 

Wonky Toroids?
The picture painted by the detail layers is augmented by the cross links. In this latest 
processing the cross links between the Terra entity and the SpaceGoatFarts entity 
increased dramatically. The termination points within the SpaceGoatFarts entity are 
within an area of the [unknown] archetype, in the [energies from space] sub set. This 
area has return cross links back to the Terra entity that suggest that [new (visual) 
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light/effects] in the [skies] will be associated with the [isolated cold regions]. The detail 
layers paint a picture that could, just maybe, be describing the [appearance of the 
disrupted toroid] previously forecast in both older ALTA and Shape reports. This is a 
reference to the [magnetic structure (of earth)] as it is expressed at frequencies of 
vibrations not available to our senses. In these forecasts, the [magnetic fields] are 
described as becoming [disrupted] such that [loose toroid (off-shoots)] would appear 
around the planet. The descriptions that we have now within the Terra entity and the 
extensive cross links over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity suggest that this is indeed what 
will be experienced this Winter. However, without regard to any causal agency, the data 
is still suggesting a [near death experience] for many of the [populace] who are either 
[trapped within] such a [cold region], or those who [attempt to transit] these regions. 

The associated regional geographic descriptors suggest that at least one such [extreme 
cold (dead air as well?)] region will be located in the central part of [north america]. It 
will span the [canadian/us border], and be mostly [elliptical] (a common descriptor for 
all these cold 'spots'). The cold region in [north america] is described as being to the 
[west of the great lakes], and its mere presence is further described as creating [new 
weather patterns] for both [near lake environments (to the east)], and the [north east] in 
general. 

In [europe] there are [2/two smaller extreme cold regions], one of which is indicated to 
[draw storms (down across scotland/northern england)], and across to the [atlantic side 
(of denmark)]. The other, situated in the [islands] of the [hook (of the) north sea], is 
shown as [propelling] or [funneling] the [winds], and more importantly, the [moisture] 
down over [northern] and [central] Europe to the [french alps (and beyond?]. 

The question of how far the [north of poland extreme cold region] will shift the winds is 
also showing as [rising to public discourse] as [winds] and [extra-seasonal flooding] are 
forecast as [visible] later in [winter/2011/2012]. 

The [extreme cold regions] have details suggesting that [russia/siberia] will be very 
hugely [impacted by] the [extra-seasonal winds] and [flooding]. Further, the region of 
[siberia] is described as being [so altered/changed] as to [cause (negative) environment 
impacts (across mongolia/china)] in late [spring] and throughout [summer] of 2012. 

Monkey Minded Clumsy Hands
The Terra entity has accrued some very interesting aspect/attribute sets that go to the 
idea of [human (military) intervention] in [weather]. Though complicated this set seems 
to be indicating something that is [untoward/not planned] as the [visible] effect of the 
[heavy handed (too much energy) alterations (of planetary environment)]. Now note that 
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this area is also internally cross linked over to the [walk-about toroid] forecast section, 
so that it all gets terribly confusing as to what is related to what and how, but the central 
idea within the supporting aspect/attribute sets is that [too much energy] is [incoming 
(to) a delicately balanced fulcrum] and a [big whammy (on humans)] results. 
Hmmm...likely we will know it when we see it...sort of the reverse of the 'Norway 
Spiral' of 2009. It that case, we all saw it, and did not have a clue as to what it was, in 
this specific, pending case, the aware observer will know in advance to expect 
something, and though its shape/effect will be unknown until it manifests, its cause (due 
to sheer [strangeness]) will be known.

Equatorial Blow Back
The accretion patterns of the geographic references that are tied to the [heavy/wet 
damaging winds], and the [pockets (of extreme heat or cold)] are also bring in support 
for [winds] to [blow down/back] across the [equatorial regions]. The idea is of [winds] 
that will be [made to/forced (?by?) into ] a [new/novel] pattern. Some of the details 
suggest that this occurrence of the [blow down (sinusoidal pattern?)] will start later in 
2012 and continue for a number of years, perhaps as many as [5/five]. The detail layers 
are describing these winds as flowing in an [up and down] pattern where as before the 
predominant pattern had been flat. While the [directions of flow] are not showing as 
changing generally, they may as well have as the [out of season] component is described 
as [altering the trades (winds)]. Further there are a number of [ocean rescue] terminating 
points in both the GlobalPop (specifically a very visible one involving children) and the 
Populace/USofA cross linked sets to the [equatorial blow back] set.

The [summer (southern hemisphere)] is forecast as being [extremely productive (food 
crops especially)]. There are several areas not so pleasant in specifics, such as 
[flooding], and [coastal water problems (specifically southern brasil and further south)], 
but in the general state of things, the [southern hemisphere summer] is the [respite] 
before the [storm], as the longer term data sets point toward [tearing/twisting impacts 
(across south america)] from late [summer 2012] through [fall (southern hemisphere)] as 
the [heat distribution problems (of summer?)] manifest in [torrential rains] that are 
indicted to [scour mountains]. This sub set is also showing as affecting the [eastern coast 
of africa] as it too will [experience reversing wind patterns] over [Fall/Winter 2012 
southern hemisphere].

Bugzzzzzz!
The Terra entity is gaining new supporting sets under the [insects]:[over/extreme 
production] sub set. The new support comes with some, small, and probably unreliable 
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geographic indicators for a [northwest (coastal prairie?) southern hemisphere] that will 
be [overrun] with [flying insects]. There are sub sets under the [flying] set which both 
contain directly held descriptors for [flying (helicopters/planes/drones)] that will also be 
involved in the [flying insect infestation]. The supporting sets for the [flying planes] are 
also directly holding supporting sets for [fatigue] and [destruction]. This last is 
supported by [mechanical breakdown]. The whole of this set is painting a picture of a 
[massive/extreme (explosion) of flying insects] such that [air travel] is impacted by 
[mechanical breakdowns]. There are further supporting sets going to the idea of people 
engaged in [combating ] the [insects] being [overcome] by [fatigue] and [adverse (hot) 
conditions] which also contributes to the [mechanical breakdowns] of large numbers of 
[flying machines (multiple kinds)]. 

Radioactive Water Coolers
As may be expected, the Terra entity, along with most of the other entities is now 
metaphorically [drowning] in a [sea] of [radiation] language. This is also not so removed 
in the case of the Terra entity where specific sets for [radiation] are showing up in very 
large numbers in [ocean] and [seas] sub sets. These sets are part of the [Death Wave 
One] that is indicated to [sweep] across the [northern hemisphere], However, these 
[ocean] based sets are, unlike the [winds/jet streams], affecting the [whole planet], as 
well as [placing (all fish eaters) at risk of radiation poisoning]. 

The largest level of growth of [radioactive ocean foods] sets are coincident with the 
manifestation of the March 2012 release language that does not end (at least as far out as 
our data can go at this time). These sets indicate that [rapid], and [fatal], incidents of 
[radiation poisoning] will be [denied] by the [mainstream media = propaganda press] in 
such [volume], and [ferocity] that even the [sheeple] will [suspect (the) truth]. 

The Terra entity, as well as the other entities have [radiation] sets that are specifically 
NOT referencing Fukushima. These include the [radiation from space] as well as very 
large numbers of sets under [radiations from war]. Further the Terra entity has sets that 
show areas of [permanent (more or less) damage] from [radiation from war]. 
Additionally, and reinforced by cross links to the SpaceGoatFarts entity, there are sets 
that suggest at least some of the [radiation from war] will be [space based/originating]. 

Without regard to the presumed or claimed origin, the data sets in all the entities are 
quite clearly gaining large amounts of release language support from the [radiation in the 
environment] and [direct impacts on humans globally from radiation] from March 2012 
onward. While these sets are not dominant, the [radiation] sets directly, or through links 
are associated with nearly 38/thirty-eight percent of the total of the late March release 
language. Another, perhaps equally disturbing sum is that the number of [sun] and 
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[space] associated sets in the [radiation causing problems for humans] set is larger than 
all the [radiation from war] sets. Not that they are mutually exclusive sets...in that some 
of the [war] sets are also [space] linked and therefore would be counted in each 
summation....clear as the mud at the bottom of the river on a moonless midnight? At its 
core, the message coming from the movement of modelspace through 2012 and slightly 
beyond is that [radiation] in all its forms, at least linguistically, will be frequently [top of 
the mind] discussion topic, the way the [economy] is now, and the way that 
[communism versus capitalism] was in the last millennium.

Stationary Hot Water
Other interesting planetary phenomenon over 2012 are showing up in the detail layers of 
the Terra entity, [oceans] sub set. The accretion patterns for [Summer (northern 
hemisphere) 2012] are describing a [heat dome] that will [build enormously high (record 
breaking) pressures] over large areas of the [mid northern pacific ocean]. There are some 
small indicator for a [northern atlantic] mirror of the [heat dome], but these are for 
something an order of magnitude smaller. The description in the details is similar to the 
[heat dome] of [high pressure] that formed over the [central USA] last year, and had 
existed over the [central and eastern european continent] several years back. The data 
are currently supported by linguistics going to [extreme evaporation] and [shifting (jet 
stream)] and subsequently, the radiation flow. This area participates in both the [lakes in 
the air], but also the [sinusoidal wind waves (around the equatorial bulge)] linguistic 
sets. There are some indicators that this [building heat dome over the pacific] will not be 
an entirely natural occurrence.

A few of the side effects of the [heat dome over the pacific] are forecast to include a 
[water war] as [rain patterns] are [drastically altered] around the planet. This is forecast 
to include the [equatorial regions] as well as the [southern hemisphere] as the [jet 
streams] are [disrupted]. 

In the [disrupted jet streams] sub set within the Terra entity are a number of supporting 
sets going to the idea that [circular storms], or [oroboros (tail eating wind storms)] much 
like [f;flattened, plate-like, tornadoes] will be observed around the planet (especially in 
[south pacific, and south atlantic regions?]), as a result of the [disrupted jet streams]. 
These [circular storms] as [visible plates in the sky] are described both as being of 
[massive size], and as having [continent wide impacts], mostly [rain pattern altering]. 

The [south pacific observation (of strange aerial phenomena)] is NOT limited to the 
[circular storms], and is also filled with indications of [rising (new)lands] that will make 
their [first appearance] through [visibly affecting (the) atmosphere]. There are some 
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links over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity indicating that the [aerial phenomena] will be 
[observed from space]. 

While the [weather patterns] for the [extreme cold] for [winter/northern hemisphere 
2011/2012] have abated somewhat, the data is also stacking up, both in the shorter term 
and, hugely, in the longer term values, towards 2011 being the [weak disruption winter], 
with [killer storms] of [staggering magnitude] awaiting both in [summer /northern 
hemisphere], as well as [fall/northern hemisphere]. These [storms] are forecast as the 
[set up/prelude] to a [cold lashing] for [winter/2012/2013] in the northern hemisphere. 
There are indications that this [winter (northern hemisphere)] with the [isolated cold 
regions] will/is being viewed as a [stage] in the [progression (into ) 2012 winter 
globally]. Some of the indications may/will be [experienced] by the aware observer as a 
[shortage of extreme cold gear (clothing, habitation, et al)] that extends out through 
2013. This area is cross linked over to the Populace/USofA entity, sub set [military 
interest in polar gear/capacity/mechanics]. 

Hot Feet!
The Terra entity has a number of sets in support of the idea of an expanding planet. In 
some of the aspect/attribute sets we find hints of [actual results/real data (about 
expanding planets)] will be [reported] in the [msm = mainstream media = propaganda 
press], albeit without understanding, and wrongly applied to current, erroneous theories 
of plate tectonics. 

Some of the newly acquired data sets are in support of a continuing [ripping] and 
[tearing] of the [land masses]. In support of these areas are sets going to the idea of [sink 
holes] as [perforations] of a [tear] that has yet to manifest. These are some of the more 
worrisome sets as their association with [damages], and [destruction] language, as well 
as [diaspora] are higher than any other Terra entity sub set, excepting [volcanoes]. As 
may be expected, [volcanoes] provide a large amount of support for the expanding 
planet language. They are also indicted to actually [move populations] throughout all of 
2012 and 2013, even to the point of shifting nearly [complete nations]. 

SunBurns!
The data in a number of entities, all of which link back to the Terra entity, contain 
increasing support for the appearance of [visibility] of the [sun disease]. This is not to 
say that the [sun disease] itself will not manifest more clearly, and prominently, but 
rather to note that [msm = mainstream media = propaganda press] will be [reporting] 
more information about the [sun disease] topic. Again, likely prompting the forecast 
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[increasing appearance of sun disease language] will be actual, visible-to-your-lying-
eyes [sun disease symptoms]. There is so much new data in this area that it could be the 
subject of its own report of length equal to this. Noting this plethora  of new supporting 
sets we have yet to find any new nuggets of information. Rather  simply more of the 
same old words about a very disturbed sun indeed. 

One area that stands apart from the rest of the [sun disease] sub sets has to do with [sun 
burns] and [sun burning], even in Winter in the far north. The data suggests that this will 
be widely reported as [visuals/video] of [large tracts of sun burned lands] will be 
available. There are many other supporting sets for [sun damage] to [plants] and to 
[humans], and [other life forms]. These sets are forecasting a considerable increase in 
people discussing the [personal impacts] of [sun disease], as well as the [social 
costs/impacts globally]. The data suggests that the topic will escalate to [visibility] over 
late Winter, northern hemisphere. This is another one of those instances when the data is 
suggesting that a temporal marker can be found in [wait staff/waitresses] and [cab 
drivers], and [window washers] talking about the [sun disease] as an [aspect of their 
work]. 

SpaceGoatFarts 

Along with the Markets entity the SpaceGoatFarts entity also has a [damaged 
documents] descriptor set. This set is different between the two entities even though the 
labels are the same and about half of the supporting sets in each are reflected in the 
other. The supporting sets for the [damaged documents] within the SpaceGoatFarts 
entity, even when they are [economic] or [financial] or [derivatives] focused, are 
themselves supported by detail data sets going to the [ancillary] or [cascade] effects of 
the [damaged documents]. In other words, the [derivatives] focused sets within the 
SpaceGoatFarts entity speak to the [loss of work], and [unemployment], and [degrading 
infrastructure] and other effects that will be caused by the [damaged documents (failed 
derivatives)]. 

There are other sets within the [damaged documents] sub sets that refer to [secrets 
revealed] about [space], and [space aliens], and [human progenitors], and [death (of) 
religion (due to secrets revealed about religious 'origins'], and [unknown energies from 
space], and [reorganization (of cosmology)] , and many more in the same vein. All of 
these new data sets, without regard to their data type (immediacy, short or longer term) 
are appearing in modelspace as it is shifted into 2012. Modelspace had barely entered 
2012, say mid January or so, when the accretion of [damaged documents] data relating 
to [space craft], and [space exploration], and [human (near earth) activities in space] 
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starts showing. As modelspace is progressed through 2012, the SpaceGoatFarts gets its 
largest area of growth, and most consistent growth, from [damaged documents], but it is 
noteworthy that this entire set is in the direct support line of the [secrets revealed] meta 
data layer. 

Other [secrets revealed] supporting sub sets would suggest that [major barriers] will 
[fall/break down] in 2012 as regards to [human and non-terrestrial beings interaction]. 
The idea coming from the detail layer is that the [secrets revealed] will produce some 
[hard (physical) evidence] in 2012 that will be part of the [general political awakening] 
of the [populace at large]. Thus this data set and many others with the SpaceGoatFarts 
entity are cross linked over to the EntrenchedElite entity where many of the termination 
points are within the [fascist (desperate) take over (of the northern hemisphere)]. The 
details suggest that [fear drives (the) entrenched elite] as they [consider/think about] the 
[potential (of the alien knowledge) for widespread release] and the [horrors] that it will 
cause to their [delicate control balance].

Within the SpaceGoatFarts entity, the cross links over to the EntrenchedElite entity are 
convincing evidence that [fear] drives the [power structure] that [rules] this [planet]. 
Further that the [fear] is rising so fast in both intensity and impact values that they, the 
[entrenched elites], are focusing much of their [fear] on 2012. It is also apparent that 
they, the [entrenched elite] are [afraid] that the loss of [control] is already 
[occurring/manifesting]. Within their language they are acknowledging that the [source 
of their fear] IS occurring now. The [entrenched elites], through their larger behavior 
patterns, and through the words of the [officialdom], as well as through the words of the 
[asshole minions (just being minions)] are leaking out their [fear based reasoning] that 
they (the entrenched elites) are [fighting for their lives (desperate times)]. From the 
perspective of the EntrenchedElite entity, their [fears] are more widespread, however, all 
the [fears] sections within the EntrenchedElite entity are dominated by the 
SpaceGoatFarts cross linked sets. And, with the SpaceGoatFarts entity, all these sets are 
within the [space], or [unknown], or [officially denied] sub sets. The greatest level of 
[fear] based terminating cross links from the EntrenchedElite entity are connected to the 
[unknown] sub set. With this sub set, and continuing to concentrate on those areas 
connected to the [fears] of the [entrenched elites], we note that there are aspect/attribute 
sets for [energy/energies (plural specifically noted in data)], and [space (based/situated) 
life], and [large (event) of the past]. This last is very interesting in the detail layers as the 
mere existence of the linguistic structure within the data at this time, and its relationship 
to the [secrets revealed] meta data layer, are both pointing toward a [release] (in 2012) 
of the [fear based (hidden) language] from the [belly of the entrenched elite]. 
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Electric Mental Illness
Many sets are pointing toward a very [compelling] period of time for humans in 2012. 
The [compelling] language is supported by [repeatedly struck dumb (by the 
thought/reality)] such that [all normal behavior/functioning] is [temporally/momentarily 
derailed/disturbed/dysfunctional]. It is from these sets, now in conjunction with other 
sets within the EntrenchedElite and Populace/USofA entities, that our 
[drooling/staggering humans suffering mental shock] forecasts from previous ALTA and 
Shape reports had been referencing. Whereas our prior encounters with these descriptors 
had details about the upcoming [public drooling (shorting out) incidents], we had, at 
best, only vague links to the [sun disease] sub set as a 'casual' agent. Now the 
SpaceGoatFarts and other entities are providing in-fill to the picture in that we are 
getting glimpses of [secrets revealed] about [space (and sun? Especially its cycles?)] that 
will produce [point of view destruction ] of such magnitude that people will actually 
[have no reason] in their minds. This is the area that led, those many years ago, to 
forecasts of [people, standing gob-smacked and drooling, in the middle of roadways]. 
The detail layers are now providing some greater detail, and amidst that, a greater 
certainty that 2012 will see the first [visibility] of this phenomenon. 

At its core, the details are filled with language about [no leg (to mentally) stand on], and 
[no solid surface], and [disrupted thought process], and [staggering], and [reeling], and 
[unbalanced], and other words of similar ilk. There are other areas of the details that 
describe the [compulsion (to) try to rebuild] a [mental picture (of a sane universe)]. Such 
language includes aspect/attributes such as [coming unstuck], [mental storming], [brain 
short circuit], [neural collisions], and other language for [electric mental illness]. The 
[compulsion] and [electric mental illness] sets are all internally cross linked to the 
[unknown energies from space]. Other cross links take us to terminating sets for the 
[expectation (of the) inevitable] within the EntrenchedElite entity. Hmmmmm....? 

Space Women!
The SpaceGoatFarts entity also has growth within an area that is headed by [off world] 
and [feminine]. The answer to 200 million chinese men's fervent prayers? Probably not. 
But what is showing in data sets that have very extensive cross links to the GlobalPop 
entity, are very high [visibility] levels for a [feminine 'presence'] that will be associated 
with [off-world], and, some how, be a dominant theme within [media (all types)]. There 
are some indicators that the [feminine off-world presence] will be first an [alternative 
media phenomenon] and then get picked up by the [msm (mainstream media = 
propaganda press].
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But wait, it will get stranger. Not only does the data have [feminine aspect language 
applied to space based ????], but there are other, internally cross linked sets within the 
SpaceGoatFarts entity that have [ruins] (here on earth) that will be some how [visibly] 
connected by the [mainstream media whores] to [terrestrial human lineage]. The [not so 
subtle] implication, and [hidden-in-plain-sight message] will be that old, tired idea of 
[divine right to oppress]. This [divine right to oppress] shit message is also forecast to be 
a [wail (coming from) men wearing skirts (priests and other miscreants in religions)] 
that will be raised 10 in support of the [entrenched elite (now 'embattled elites')]. 

And if that is not enough, expect [prophecy] and other [lunacy] to emerge with the 
[release language] about a [messianic woman figure] who will herself have [space 
associations]. While the [linkage] is not clear, it seems that this [messianic female] will 
be embraced by some [sects] of [various religions] as their [personal prophetic 
fulfillment], and these [embraces] and her [capacity] will be her [entre] into [msm 
chatter]. The indications are explicit within data links within the EntrenchedElite entity 
that the[promotion] of the [female of smarts/abilities] will be a [distraction] that is 
supported by [officialdom] as a way of [bleeding off energy] from their many [populace] 
based problems. 

Humanos Plantos? 
Photoreactive humans....no, not what you may think. This is definitively not describing 
humans turning toward the sun as plants may, but rather is pointing to a [state of 
imbalance] that is a case of [human brains (fluttering) into overload] due to [intensity 
(of) photonic (light) inputs]. There are also some really creepy sub sets within this area 
that suggest that some of the [mutant humans (spread of the species)] language will be 
[photoreactive] in ways that [ordinary/regular humans] are not. We can, of course, blame 
Fukushima. But it will not necessarily be appropriately applied as the data has for some 
time expressed the idea that a period of [mutations] would over take us by 2011. In 
support that this [plantos humanos] is a 'natural' expression of our [potential] given the 
[radical changes (to local space and terrestrial environment)]. 

Entraining Spurts
The SpaceGoatFarts entity has some new sets in the supporting network of the 
[unknown] archetype that include the curious [entraining (synchronization of 
movements)] within [diverse minds]. This set has supporting sets at its primary level that 
this [entrainment of mental states] is [device augmented]. Note that this set does not 
appear to relate to what we would ordinarily call [mind control], though there are some 
10 Most likely after the third month of the release language flood....or after the June solstice. 
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of the same kinds of linguistic structures involved here, rather, it would appear that this 
is yet another situation where 'words fail' in that the labels for the manifestation have yet 
to be invented. 

There is no certainty offered by the data contents that this is NOT a [mind control] plot 
by nefarious or even 'alien' beings intent on conquering our solar system, however, the 
data does show that the [entraining] is at an [emotional] level rather than 
[words/thoughts]. There are supporting sets for [superficial overlays], and [templates 
expressed], and [imagery lifted], but these are not well enough supported (nor 
understood in the context) to do more than mention. Also worth mentioning, lest anyone 
be [deluded] by the [entrainment experience], it is described in terms that include [mass 
orgasm/release spasm], and other clearly non rapturous descriptors. 

The data sets around the [shared state (of being)] also include language in support of 
[vibratory resonance], and [overwhelming harmonic vibrations entrainment], and other 
terms that will become part of the common discussion post [shared state entrainment] 
events in 2012. There are some language sets that go back to previous ALTA reports 
where nearly the same forecast was produced several years back. The recent change in 
the SpaceGoatFarts entity has new growth in these sets that have been dormant until the 
new accrual begins in January of 2012. By the time that modelspace has been progressed 
to late Fall, there are several sets within the SpaceGoatFarts entity suggesting multiple 
episodes of [outside forces induce shared state of being] that have had at least some 
level of [visibility], though how much is still unclear at this time. 

Again, note that we have no clear indicators that this is other than a 'natural' event, and it 
may well represent, as the data would have it, the [display], in a [public fashion] of those 
[minds] that are [sensitive to the 'entraining principle']. There are many supporting sets 
indicating that this manifestation could be [solar initiated] or in some way linked to [sun 
out bursts]. Be aware of flying as extra hazards currently include all sorts of radiation 
issues, and perhaps the potential for a [dazed pilot]. 

In general, excepting only the Terra entity, and in spite of the general state of social 
chaos being described by both populace entities, the SpaceGoatFarts entity is the fastest 
growing, and is also the entity that gains the most during the emotional summation of 
the attributes. The Terra entity is still growing faster, but this may be due to its sheer 
size. 

Alien Wars
The SpaceGoatFarts entity includes yet more language about [alien wars], and now, 
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curiously, a directly held set in the supporting chain is the very robust set of [oceanic 
changes]. Soooo....some how the [alien wars] is going to either be affected by, or 
alternatively, will affect the [oceans] of the planet. There are other sets that are linked to 
the [oceans] sets from the Terra entity. Some of these sets in their turn are very 
extensively cross linked over to the EntrenchedElite entity. Again, without 
understanding the context, we can nonetheless report that within the EntrenchedElite 
entity, a new area of growth relative to the terminating sets from the SpaceGoatFarts 
entity is within a set that is labeled as [magic (on the) waters/oceans]. There are not 
really enough supporting sets to put any more meaning to our meager few descriptors, 
but what we do have suggests that the [entrenched elite] are going to be taking 2012 
very seriously indeed, and that a [big splash] of [ocean language] is coming to a [msm= 
mainstream media = propaganda press] near you. Other [coastal] and, specifically 
[bayou] and [qu'ayou (african for marshy delta)] language is also very heavily, and 
curiously, in support of the [alien wars] sub set. 

We still have growth in sets that have been in existence for years. One of these has been 
in modelspace slightly longer than the SpaceGoatFarts entity itself. Indeed, it was the 
appearance of such sets that prompted their separation into the SpaceGoatFarts entity in 
2004.  This set referenced has been reported as [farmers (with shotguns at the ready) 
afraid (in the night) of space alien attacks]. This set again, as with so many others, has 
received a burst of growth within this latest processing. The set is again gaining support 
for linguistics appearing in the [mainstream media] that will be discussing the [farmers 
with shotguns] defending against [space aliens]. 

The new data sets in support of the [alien wars] language include aspect/attributes for 
the [pending?immanent?] [ruins/debris] from [space] that will prove to be NOT of 
[terrestrial origin]. This set has, as may be expected, huge levels of [visibility], as well 
as many follow-on supporting sets in other entities. Cross links from this set going to the 
EntrenchedElite entity terminate in [vexation] and [frustration] as the dominant sets. As 
the SpaceGoatFarts is suggesting, this may be due to the [sheer number] of 
[artifacts/debris] falling to the planet. The data in these supporting sets grows slowly 
over the first half of 2012, but it does have some [visibility] during that time, but really 
[blossoms] in the later part of 2012. Note that the language in these sets can also be 
interpreted as [space debris (coming back to earth)] that will [contain material not of 
terrestrial origin], but the [debris] itself may well be [human crafted]. 

Other aspect sets within the supporting structures for [alien wars] include a high ranking 
member of [officialdom] having a [visible] episode of [stomach upset] at 
[misunderstanding (public) speech], and the [echo/response] from [yet another open 
microphone incident]. Apparently the [officialdom member] will think, and react as 
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though he/she had [inadvertently leaked classified information (about space aliens)] in a 
[live], and [hugely video recorded] public setting. 

As the [alien wars] sub set grows it has gained new support from aspect/attribute sets for 
[ancient battles (in) space] 11, as well as [debris (of ancients' civilization)] that is 
indicated to receive at least some small level of [visibility] in the [msm = mainstream 
media = propaganda press] over 2012. There are several, distinctly separated 'blooms' of 
the [alien wars] meme, over 2012. Hmmm...almost as though it is being 'spoon fed' out 
to the msm....?

Other areas of note in the SpaceGoatFarts accretion of new aspect/attribute sets are sure 
to warm the hearts of conspiracy theorists everywhere. Not only are there shifts that are 
moving the [deep underground bases (secret civilization bases)] into the [secrets 
revealed], but there are other, interlinked sets that are forecasting an [accidental release] 
of [classified information] in which [photographs/videos]12are [funneled] on the the 
[internet] faster than they can be [scrubbed/censored]. The aspect/attribute sets indicate 
that the [accidental release] will be subsequent to 2/two of our identified temporal 
markers, both of which are forecast for prior to the June solstice. 

The [secret13 civilization underground] provides a number of very interesting supporting 
sets from Summer (northern hemisphere) on through 2013. Some of these sets intersect 
or are internally cross linked over to the [food/'austerity' riots] that will 
[accidentally/inadvertently breech] the [security] of just such an [underground base] here 
in the USA. In this instance, the cross linked sets are continuing to gain support as 
modelspace is progressed past the June solstice. However there is a very large 'glump' 
14of data that accrues over Summer and provides yet more push into 'release language' in 
Fall, 2012 (northern hemisphere). 

Conclusion: The death of empire, past future history updated.

Initially it had been my intent to put in a discussion of the EntrenchedElite entity. 
However as most of the items that can (safely) noted are related directly to the [death of 
empire], and therefore would require further comment, the discussion was moved to the 
conclusions section as that is, perhaps, what terrestrial humanity now must engage, the 
conclusion....at least of the 'old world order'. 

11 From which set the 'remnants of rama' forecast was made.
12 Probably yet another case of left behind laptop. 
13 Secret only from the sheeple. Even Jesse Ventura's producer people were able to receive permission to put out a morsel 

of information on the proliferation of the deep underground bunkers. 
14 Central nexus of a large fuzzy set bag or collection.
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As the 'death of the old world order' progresses, it will gather up its errant 'children' into 
one, very large and dominating planetary crisis. The various sub crises, each of which 
can be further sub divided into their constituent crises, will be the dominating aspect of 
life in 2012 and beyond. How much beyond will be dependent, almost entirely, on 
location, as the [planet unglued] will not be [reassembled (by central authority)]. 

Location will also determine how one experiences the challenges made manifest in our 
local slice of universe by the [death of corporate anglo american empire].

Men grow through challenges. Expect to see the rise of a lot of superior men over these 
next 3/three years globally. Most of the superior humans who will become visible will 
be male, but this is merely a result of the design of the human species. It determines  that 
challenges will produce the most rapid growth in the male potential, as males are 
required to protect progeny and females. Yes, sexist, but as universal design would have 
it. 

That this is a shift in the giant social theme from one of 'acquisition' over to one of 
'exploration' will become evident over 2012/2013. While the visibility indicators are 
favoring males of the species at the moment, this is but temporary, as, in order to get to 
the 'exploration stage', we have to transition through the 'resurgence of the alpha male 
into leadership role' stage. In many social disruption situations, this has been expressed 
through [military coup de 'tat] and the rise of [military dictatorship]. 

The concept, as it is frequently stated by academia is that democracies allow for a long 
and steady rise of the quality of life, which leads to more people surviving, which 
reduces the proportion of alpha males to other males as the quality of  life allows more 
diversity of dna expression. Further, as democracies progress successfully they will 
inevitably experience growth leading to a period in which the 'acquisitor class' rises to 
power. This class of individuals is not bound by mutual respect and cooperation, but 
rather by mutual envy and distrust. Once the acquisitor class gains power over the 
political system, the social order gradually changes until it takes on the expressed (and 
hidden-in-plain-sight) ethos of the 'ruling class'. This is to the  detriment of the social 
order. Thus fractures appear leading to the general collapse of the binding ties of the 
social body in a gradually increasing series of crises involving self-predation by the 
acquisitor class until the social body implodes. Thus is demanded the resurgence of the 
alpha male in some form of domination role to impose 'order' such that, seemingly, 
'growth or evolution' may continue.  

Probability in our version of this future, the implosion will be visible in March of 2012. 
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As the aware observes the unaware thrashing through this very unique phase of historic 
social transition over these next few years, a particular poetic image serves to calm the 
mind, and center emotions driven mercilessly by manifesting circumstances. It comes to 
us by way of a very smart Bengali  fellow who wrote that 

'the mountain remains unmoved at seeming defeat by the mist'. 

Rabindranath Tagore is not only the first Asian to receive the Nobel Prize 15, but he was 
also a contemporary of Dr. Bhat, and, perhaps more importantly to radical linguists 
everywhere, was one of the first to note the 'propensity of language to define itself anew 
with each generation' and then to qualify it with discussions on the 'understanding of the 
emotions of man'.

It is the emotions of humans that will concern us here.

See the fear!
 As the empire dies, we can sit back, and in an almost Hari Seldon way (pun intended), 
recognize that the entrenched elite may be expected to act out in desperation during the 
last days. This acting out would be expected to take certain forms such as exhibitions of 
open fear of the general populace. An example of such might be the creation of 'legal 
fictions' to allow the minions, both political and military, to wage war on the populace 
that supports their very existence with a 'clean' conscience. Each and every one of these 
acts is a clear and visible expression of the fear that rides the back of the  entrenched 
elite. 

As the empire dies, and the entrenched elite act out, the aware observer would expect to 
be see the creeping awareness of the imminent social disruption enter the 'herd mind' of 
the unaware. This can be expected to create any number of cracks in the social contract. 
This is occurring now. It had been forecast in previous ALTA reports of a number of 
years back. This is pertinent as Ure's postulate is that the longer we 'see it ahead of time' 
the 'uglier' it is, has some merit. In this case the ugly component is going to really be 
mental disruption from a number of sources that will last for a number of years. 

Not only will the nasty bastard minions of the entrenched elite be intent on mind 
controlling the unwary pretty much continuously, but we will also have extra-terrestrial, 
and extra-sensory energies with which to cope. 

For whatever reason, our local section of universe, known as the solar system, is all 
fucked up at this time. 
15 Note that it is an honor in spite of the bloody hands of Nobel who funded the prize from his death businesses.
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Ok, so now what? Or...don't look at me for answers.
Our data, in their individual forms, as collectives, and as patterns of accrual to 
modelspace, are forecasting a [dissolution] of the old world order over 2012. While the 
current entrenched elites presume that they will be coming out on top on the 'other side' 
of the social order reboot currently underway, the data at all three levels is arguing 
against that presumption. 

This thought of a future without the entrenched elite begs millions of questions, all of 
which come down to a single concept that attempts to paint a picture of such a future 
with the greater 'us' in charge, instead of the lesser 'them'. This is a hugely daunting task. 
So get started on your part of this future defintion as soon as you can. 

The ant eats the fungus amongst us..
In navigating this as yet undetermined future of humanity, the data offers, surprisingly 
for it, some rather practical advice. The advice on its face separtes into the 
understandable, sensible kinds of platitudes such as may be found on any 'public good' 
announcement anywhere on the planet. You know, the general urging to do smart things 
like 'not pollute', or 'wear seatbelts'. That sort of thing comes out from the data sets of 
the populace entities in the form of [tend (personal) gardens], [(only) local initiatives 
prosper], and other basic 'survival' notes for the aware all of which go to the idea of 
'when all others around you are running around with their heads fried off by the solar 
storm, it pays to tend to your garden under the light intensity reducing plastic shielding'. 
This is quite actually the sort of advice language that can be interpreted from the detail 
data sets by inferring 'success' in whatever form in those lingusitic sets that have a 
longer forecast 'life span'. 

Screwy as hell way for navigating universe, yes. But, perhaps, just perhaps, in times of 
absolute breakdowns at planetary levels, it is the totally pie-crazed, non-linear method of 
thinking that offers the edge to personal effectiveness. 

The problem at its core is one of personal, mental stability during times of change at 
solar system levels. This will be increasingly difficult as the various labels for what had 
been the reigning planetary mind control system become detached from there meaning 
over these next few years as we all struggle to invent our common, shared reality 
without the mental oppression so long in place. 

While light beyond understanding, the thoughts that have held us all captive for so long 
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are so prevalent that we have incorporated them into our language, or had it done for us 
by the self styled masters, to the degree that we have internalized much of our view of 
reality based on the fictions of the entrenched elite. While without weight, these long 
binding thoughts have huge mass as the greater portion of terrestrial humanity continues 
to operate with a delusional understanding of universe as their basic point of view. 

As long as the systems of control, crafted carefully over centuries by the entrenched 
elites, were able to sustain themselves within the illusions that they had embedded 
within the language16, the mechanisms of control were possible. Stated another way for 
clarity; as long as the entrenched elite had control of the illusion, the illusion of control 
works for them. However, the opposite is also true, and this is where we find ourselves 
now; that  is to say, at a point in time where the entrenched elite are  using the control 
systems so badly that they are stepping outside of the inherent limitations imposed by 
the use of language as their primary control mechanism. Again, stated another way for 
clarity....when the 'prime proponents of democracy planet-wide (e.g. usa senators)' vote 
to 'legalize their  war on their constituent populace' they are stepping outside of the 
inherent common concensus understanding of 'USA democracy' at such a level as to 
disrupt the illusion that allows them to control. Make any sense at all? The 'herd' is 
smelling the 'slaughter house', both metaphorically and actually. The stench of blood 
work travels on the air.

The power elite, now entrenched, and soon to be openly embattled, have spent centuries 
nurturing first one fiction, then another, on the mass  consciousness of the populace, all 
in a continuing effort to 'ride the herd'. As history teaches, the planetary herd grows, and 
the entrenched elite must gradually extend their power outward via delegation to 
maintain their continuing addiction to control. As each delegation of power occurs, it 
both dilutes and pollutes the control mechanism itself. Thus each and every brutal and 
stupid act by fascists undermines any remaining claim to legitimately to act brutally and 
stupidly. The end result is foretold as the brutality expressed by the system corrodes the 
system until evolution out of the system occurs. 

We, as a planet of humans evolving, have now reached a point in both population size, 
and the size of the aware populace where the entrenched elite have calculated that they 
must no longer 'waste' the energy necessary to maintain their control within the illusions 
created within the herd mind. They now  are  of the opinion that they must delegate the 
ultimate authority, death, out as far as they dare, in a last attempt to maintain control. 
Thus we now see the rise of global fascism that is  not geographically restricted. 

Again, as noted, the iron fist coming out of the illusionary velvet glove will surely 
16 You may wish to read this sentence again for  clarity. 
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induce a huge state of fear within the formerly unaware sheeple herd. This is calculated. 
Know that the entrenched elite are past masters at herding the mobs to their bidding, 
even in times of maximum stress on the herd. 

Our data, at several levels, but perhaps most importantly at the summation  levels, 
suggests that the entrenched elite, soon to become the embattled elite, will not be able to 
pull off their plans. In fact there are several levels of data that suggest that this is a case 
of the whole structure of the ant colony, ruled by indomitable chemical will imposed 
from the top  of the pyramid, will succumb due to the individual ants eating the fungus. 
Now in nature, the fungus triggers its own growth once consumed by the ant, and then in 
turn eats the whole of the now exposed ant colony from within. Something of a very 
complex analog to this is occuring at the mental levels within the social order such that 
the supplanting paradigm is already generating itself from the dying established 
paradigm. Make sense? 

Our data suggests that the entrenched elite, soon to become the embattled elite, will not 
be able to pull off their plans. But that does not mean that they are yet defeated, or 
harmless. In point of fact, the data has clear language to the idea of the planet becoming 
increasingly dangerous at all levels everywhere. Not only from the pluckers at the top, 
but also from the expansion events beneath our feet, and the incoming unknowns of all 
kinds from space. Remember, it is a rough universe out there, and to approach it with 
any other understanding is inviting trouble. 

So, the point of it all, that is, the conclusion part, is to provide the motivation to adopt 
the  attitude of a martial artist, which is to say to swim in the  now. This means to be 
present in the moment in as much of your consciousness as  possible. Martial artists train 
themsleves through years of body work, though much of that  body work must be 
acknowledged as actually training in the ability to 'live here, now'. Such is required by 
our universe whenever contention, violent or not, is manifest. The most  present usually 
are able  to manifest their expression dominantly during the contention. Thus our 
continued gentle turns of our collective conversation back to karios. The ability to taste 
the flavor of this  moment in time has been demonstrated to be a survival skill without 
peer, at least on this planet. 

Which brings us to the idea of contention. We note that as the [secrets revealed] meta dta 
layer rises to dominant position, another meta data layer, that of [contention] is right 
there  behind it, ready to replace it as the dominant theme of our future.  The 
[contention] meta data layer has its replacement, that of [renaissance]. The obvious point 
of [contention] is over just who's  version of [renaissance] future will prevail.
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All that is requried of this time in planetary history is the ability to dream, and then to 
manifest that dream.  As was noted by one of the most  dangerous men in history, in fact 
a man key to the times in which you now live, 

“All men dream, but not equally. Those who dream by night in the dusty recesses of their 
minds, wake in the day to find that it was vanity; but the dreamers of the day are 

dangerous men, for they may act their dream with open eyes, to make it possible.”
T.E.Lawrence (Lawrence of Arabia)

Though a diligent member of the power elite, and mental slave of empire, and worshiper 
of  off-planet aristocracy (via secret society rituals), Lawrence was clear in his vision of 
how to work reality. After all, to give proper credit where due, Lawrence pretty much 
single handedly convinced a people to declare themselves free, then soverign, then to 
give themselves over as slaves to his mother-fucking, child killing/raping, bloodline 
worshiping, empire. There was a man who realized that success  in contention comes not 
from battles, but from the ability to  dream with eyes wide open. 

The aware observer will find themselves, over these next few years, dreaming the future 
into existence. How incredible it is, to be here, in this tao of this now, to watch the 
sleepers dream themselves awake.

Post Scriptum
This is the last report prior to the much hyped, feared, and vaunted, 2012 year. It will be 
worth remembering that expected emotional turmoil will increase from January through 
to March followed by continuous release language thereafter (out as far as our data 
goes...3+ years). It is also worth noting that continous release language could be 
expected as an outcome of either a renaissance of the human species ongoing for 
centuries of exponential growth, or blowing the fuck out of each other with nuclear 
weapons.  It is our choice which future we embrace. 
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